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Fall/Winter 2021

Glancing Back/Looking Forward
It’s December and 2021 is coming to a close. Even though we spent half the year in
lockdown, it has been the busiest, most unique, and most event-filled year for the CPP.
Ever. Five zoom studio visits, the IAPS exhibition with opening and closing receptions,
two physical CPP exhibitions, and a 3-day workshop – ten events in all! The CPP was
featured in three of the four 2021 issues of IAPS’s publication The Globe. One could be
forgiven for boasting it was a successful year for us.
Meanwhile, much time and effort is always spent on planning for the future. Watch for
two Zoom studio visits scheduled for this winter. This spring we hope to return to the
Art Institute’s Prints and Drawings Room. We are considering changing the timing of
our annual members’ get-together from the cold and busy holiday season to a more
relaxed spring event, which should be easier for more members to participate in. In
June, I expect that we will see many of you at the IAPS Convention in Albuquerque. In
August the 2022 member juried exhibition will hang at the Palette & Chisel in Chicago.
Our website describes the Chicago Pastel Painters as an organization dedicated to
promoting the medium of pastel. When earlier this year IAPS announced a new grant
program, we jumped on the change to seek funding for educational outreach to local
high school art educators – and were thrilled when IAPS accepted our proposal of
one of only three grants around the world. Alas, despite enthusiasm from educators
and supply vendors, Covid has delayed our plans, but we hope to make progress this
winter. We will present a report at the IAPS convention. In the meantime, we were
delighted to have provided scholarships to Colette Odya Smith’s workshop to one
instructor and two students from the American Academy.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR
2022

Jan 16

Nancie King Mertz
Zoom Studio Visit

Feb 20

Vincent Chiaramonte
Zoom Studio Visit

April 1
Art Institute of Chicago Print
and Drawing room visit
Info to be emailed to members

June 21–26

IAPS Covention

August

2022 Member Exhibition
Palette & Chisel, Chicago IL

2023

September

CPP National exhibition
ZhouB Center, Chicago IL

One more brag. Through the years, we have taken care to hold our exhibitions around
the various venues of the Chicagoland area; and we have invited well-known
… CPP was featured in three of
Chicago art figures to jury and judge our member shows. The board’s efforts
the four 2021 issues of IAPS’s
to develop these local relationships and YOUR artistry has paid off with our
first-ever three-year calendar of upcoming exhibitions. The folks at the ZhouB
publication The Globe. See the last
Art Center were so impressed with the pastel paintings in the IAPS show and
page of this newsletter for links.
the CPP’s work in hanging and promoting it that they invited us to submit an
exhibition proposal. We applied for the 2023 national show and it was accepted. Separately, this past spring, six CPP
members took part in a curated exhibition at the Tallgrass Art Center in Forest Park. Tallgrass was so pleased that they
expressed interest in hosting a CPP show – and they’re the perfect size for a member exhibition. We are delighted that
they accepted our request to hold our 2024 show there.
I and the rest of the CPP Board wish all our members and their families the best in the coming new year!
PS – A special thanks to all those who took the time to help the CPP with the various events this past year. We look
forward to working with many of you in 2022!
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Pastels Chicago 2021

View these award winning pastels
and all the work from this exhibition
online. Pastels Chicago 2021

Eighth Biennial National
Open Juried Exhibition

members who help hang the show,
unpack and pack the many shipped
pieces, and set up for the opening.

Congratulations to
the Award Winners

Every two years, the Chicago Pastel
Painters Biennial National Juried
Exhibition is held somewhere in the
Chicagoland area. This year's exhibit
was held October 4–November 11,
2021 at the the McCord Gallery and
Cultural Center in Palos Park.

Special shout outs to the McCord
Gallery and Cultural Center, and
particularly, Linda Buchanan for all
the help in making this a pleasurable
endeavor. Thanks go to Evelyn for
her determined efforts obtaining
sponsored awards, to Dotty for her
excellent visual eye in the design of
our catalog and postcards, and to
Tatijana for her dogged and tireless
effort to make sure this show and
all the work CPP does becomes a
successful achievement.

Download the digital show catalog to
view these and all the work juried into
the show.

View all the work from this exhibit
online. Pastels Chicago 2021

5. Method Lights/Jack Richeson & Co.
Award—Nancie King Mertz, Grand View

CPP received 188 entries from 71
artists from across the US. Juror of
selections, Yael Maimon chose 75
paintings for the show. Colette Odya
Smith, PSA, judge of awards, selected
the show award winners.
As always the show could not happen
without the volunteer effort of CPP

1. Best of Show— Vincent
Chiaramonte, Twilight
2. Award of Excellence—Carol Strock
Wasson, The Stray
3. Pastel Societies Award - PSA, Degas,
Southeastern, Cape Cod—Margaret
Larlham, Cactus Bloom
4. Blick Art Materials/Diane Townsend
Award—Ted Fuka, Cloudburst

6. Great American Art Works/
Ampersand Art Supply Award—Mike
Barret Kolasinski, Spot On
7. Jack Richeson & Co./Method Lights
Award—John Plishka, Portrait of a
Snowy Owl
8. Nancie King Mertz & UART/Pastel
Journal Award—Mary Lynn Sullivan,
The Observation Car
9. Sennelier (Savoir Faire)/Jack
Richeson & Co. Award—Carleen
O'Connor Rivera, In The Shallows

Entrance to the CPP member show at McCord Gallery in Palos Park, IL

10. Terry Ludwig Pastels/Chartpak
Award—Anu Vedagiri, Hopeful
Expectancy
11. AirFloat Systems, Inc./PanPastel
Award—Bob Palmerton, Winter’s
Breath
12. Dakota Pastels/H.K. Holbein
Award—Stephanie Wiarda, Pigeon in
the Park
13. Armadillo Art & Craft/Speedball
Art Products Award—Tatijana
Jacenkiw, Good Read
14. Royal Talens/Hahnemuhle USA
Award—Pamela Shaver, The Wait

Visitors view work and attend the awards
announcements at the CPP opening event
October 10, 2021.
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15. H.K. Holbein/Speedball Art
Products/Pastel Journal Award—
Audrey Dulmes, Orange Sky
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Colette Odya Smith Workshop
by Ellyn Lanz

I

’m not one of your eager beaver
painters who gets lost for
hours painting alone in a studio!
Nope, I really like lots of artistic
energy around me while I paint.
Consequently, I sign up for classes.
I like them. They suit my need for
working comrades. I like listening to
experts, taking notes and learning
new things. I like being a student.
Probably has something to do with
my being a Latin teacher for 34 years.
Of course, I signed up for Colette
Odya Smith’s three-day workshop this
past October at the McCord Gallery.
The first thing I noticed was that
Colette must have been a teacher in
a past life. This turned out to be true.
She was logical in her presentation
and as good with words as she was
with the pastel. You may have noticed
this quality if you came to CPP’s Pastel
Chicago 2021 awards ceremony.
As our juror of selection, Colette’s
comments about each painting she
selected were thoughtful and so right
on!
Colette painted two large demos
during our three-day time together
that she didn’t get to finish. She did
finish them later in her studio and

sent us participants photos
and an eight-paragraph
description of her thought
processes as she balanced
shape sizes, warms and cools,
and contrast to come up with
more pleasing compositions.
Wow, what a gift to us
analytical types who think
and think and rethink without
much of a result!
I liked the way Colette
interacted with me as I painted.
I have a huge self-critical voice
that Colette managed to not
knock heads with. She pushed
me some times with the single
challenging, yet encouraging
word, “More!” And I feel she
got through to me. My three
paintings from those days
with her were really good; I felt
Colette Odya Smith pastel demonstration.
proud of them!
Colette managed her time well.
Even though there were quite a few
newbies in this class who needed
direct instruction on the basics, she
was able to get around to all of us
multiples of times. When the class
included totally raw art newbies to
the likes of Evelyn Brody, you know

she was a master if the newbies and
the more experienced artists all felt
satisfied with the input and critique
they received.
The focus for the three days was
on underpainting with watercolor
Continued on next page

Students work on their own paintings during the workshop in the spacious classroom at McCord Gallery.
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Colette Odya Smith Workshop continued
but she delved into a number of
other subtopics that I found really
useful - how do you decide on an
underpainting color, how do you
create different effects by varying
the pressure of the pastel, and then
there’s the ever-present problem of
“green.” I especially liked her thoughts
on the use and reuse of a reference
photo through cropping. I had never

Painting by Ellyn Lanz completed in
Colette Odya Smith workshop.

thought much about reusing a
favorite photo a number of times. She
showed us how she used a photo and
then the left corner of the photo and
then how she combined another part

of the photo with a failed photo. It
was all kind of magical and freeing.

Colette Odya Smith works on a
watercolor underpainting.

Watercolor underpainting in process,
source photos, sketches and notes.

If you get the chance to work with
Colette, do it!

After the Workshop: Colette shared with students a jpg of the demo painting and her

thoughts about the process

The scene with the water tumbling through
the curved rocks ended up being quite
the study in high contrast even more
than I expected. The deep purples have a
luminescent glow that I hadn’t anticipated,
but am pleased with. I worked the lighter
values on the left rocks very delicately so as to
only bring them up as much as was needed
to balance all the light on the right side. I
worked both warm and cool layers over each
other, trying to achieve the right ‘dance’ of
temperature to create form with mystery.
When applying the lightest values, I barely
touched the surface with my softest pastels.
On the right, I began the modeling of the
lights on the rocks with a pure white fairly
heavily applied and then worked back and
forth with various mid-darks and mid-lights to
sculpt the forms and take some of the edge off
of the pure white. Of course, I still added some
pure whites again at the end. I also needed

to spray fix the lower right corner because the
tooth was filling and the layers of subtle value
shifts were blending together too much and
getting too muddled for such a frontal area.
The fix allowed the rough texture to show
contributing to the ‘rock-ness’ of the surface.
Applying the whites to the waterfall and
the highlighted rock edges helped the
value balance of the image and created
directions for the eye to move throughout
the picture. These edges got moved from
the source photo so that they pleased me
compositionally. I also re-drew the shape of
the central rock by the use of the white edge
because it had been too perfectly round like
a marble.
Then comes the greens and foliage, which
you may remember, I felt was the whole
reason for the dramatic dark/light set-up. I
increased the warm greens on the left lower
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area for balance, and then carefully applied
separate marks of warm and cool greens and
a variety of yellow-greens to create the actual
leaves. I had to paint the final branches when
I was rested so that each mark was calculated
and well-positioned. I also tried really hard to
leave the right amount of orange showing.
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A Review of Jack Richeson Handrolled Pastels
by Rita Kirkman

“Passing Through” 9x12 inches, on the Richeson Premium Pastel Surface

M

y first painting in downtown
New Braunfels for the first Two
Rivers Plein Air Festival in 2019 was
“Passing Through”. (Pictured above)
I decided to use my new Jack
Richeson handrolled pastels for this
one, before I incorporated them into
my travel box. Jack Richeson & Co.
donated a gift certificate, which I
was the lucky winner of in that year’s
Austin Pastel Society Juried Member
Exhibit! I chose the Lyn Asselta
“Workshop Basics” and “Darks and
Brights”. Yum!
I have to say that the Richeson
handrolled pastels are absolutely
LOVELY when worked exclusively on
the Richeson Premium Pastel Surface.
They have just the right amount
of grip on this super gritty primed
paper, and for landscapes especially,
the texture works very well. The
pastels layer up beautifully without
overloading the surface. The colors
are luscious, and the size is perfect for
easy handling and travel.
And hey, the best review of all is that

I won 3rd place for this painting!
Thanks Jack Richeson for your great
pastels and surface combination!
Now, since I’m a very honest sort of
person, I have to give my cons to this
review. After incorporating these
sets into my (Heilman) travel box,
which I also use in my home studio, I
have to admit I’m not as thrilled with
how these pastels play with others. I
typically use a wide variety of pastels
in my paintings. A few of my favorites
are Terry Ludwig, Diane Townsend,
Gerault, Blue Earth, Art Spectrum
Extra Soft Square, and Rembrandt.
I find that the Jack Richeson pastels
seem a bit dry-dusty and lack that
“umph” of easy coverage when
worked on top of some other brands.
They look like a softer pastel, but I’d
say they actually lean toward the
harder side. Another pastel brand that
has a similar feel, in my experience, is
Mount Vision.
I would say that if using these pastels
with other brands, start with these on
Continued on next page
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Process photos of Rita's painting.
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A Review of Jack Richeson Handrolled Pastels Continued
the bare surface, then add others into
the mix. Personally I have a hard time
working that way (hard-to-soft.) I like
to use whatever colors will do the job,
and I frequently use Rembrandt (my
hard pastel of choice) for top glazing.
For some reason the Richeson pastels
just don’t work the same for me in
that role.
Granted, my own preferred surface of
toned Golden Pastel ground and Art
Spectrum primers doesn’t actually
hold as much pastel as the Richeson
surface or some other sanded papers,
so that may be a variable to consider.
I also know many artists who love and
use the Richeson pastels (OMG, Lyn
Asselta’s work is amazing!) to make
me realize this is more a personal

preference review than a criticism
of Jack Richeson pastels. I always
recommend Dakota Pastels pastel
sampler sets for anyone trying to find

what might become their favorite
pastels. You never know until you try
them all!
Article photos by Rita Kirkman.

Congratulations to the members who
have recently earned Signature Status:
Susan Johnson, CPP
Jean Lewis, CPP
Diana Mitchell, CPP

Judy Skulborstad, CPP
Anu Vedagiri, CPP

Don't forget to
renew your CPP
Membership by
January 1

Membership Designations
Signature Status – CPP
To receive CPP Signature Status, an artist must be a member in good
standing and be juried into three different CPP exhibitions, either
Member or National.

Basic membership: $40

Distinguished Status – CPP-D
To receive CPP Distinguished Status, an artist must be a member
in good standing and receive three awards in three different CPP
exhibitions, either Member or National.
Master Status – CPP-M
To receive CPP Master Status, an artist must be a member in good
standing and receive three awards in three different CPP National
exhibitions.

Signature member: $55
Fulltime Student member: Free
(must be verified)
Please sign up or renew at:
www.chicagopastelpainters.org/
membership-registration/

Honorary Status – CPP-H
To receive CPP Honorary Status, an artist must be selected by CPP’s
Board in showing their achievement of advancing the merits and goals
of CPP.
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Chicago Pastel Painters
Officers & Committee Chairs
BOARD

IAPS — The International
Association of Pastel Societies

PRESIDENT
Tatijana Jacenkiw

The CPP was featured in three of the four 2021 issues of IAPS’s
publication The Globe. Links to each issue below:

tjacenkiw@gmail.com

VICE-PRESIDENT
Brian Sauerland
brian@sauerlandstudio.com

SECRETARY
Evelyn Brody
evelynbrody@icloud.com

TREASURER
Arlene Tarpey

https://www.iapspastel.org/pdf/GLOBE-0921.htm
https://www.iapspastel.org/pdf/GLOBE-0621.htm
https://www.iapspastel.org/pdf/GLOBE-0121.htm
And while you're visiting the IAPS website don't fail to check out
information for the IAPS Fourteenth Biennial Convention— THE
BIGGEST PASTEL PARTY ON THE PLANET
https://www.iapspastel.org/convention_welcome.php

arlenetarpey@gmail.com

EXHIBITIONS
Mike Barret Kolasinski

Article photos in " Pastels Chicago 2021" and "Colette Odya Smith
Workshop" provided by Evelyn Brody, Ellyn Lanz and Mary Ann Trzyna.

mbkolasinski@earthlink.net

PUBLICATIONS
Dotty Carringi
dotdesigns@comcast.net

WEBSITE
Randy Karey
rkarey@comcast.net

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Nancie King Mertz
nancie@nanciekingmertz.com

VOLUNTEERS
MEMBERSHIP CHAIR
Ellyn Lanz
elanz@comcast.net

NEWSLETTER
Mary Ann Trzyna
maryann@trzyna.com

Barbara Moline
brmoline@gmail.com

Contribute to The Wild Onion

T

his issue I was delighted to include an article by new
contributor and new member, Rita Kirkman. Thank you, Rita.

In these pages you hear mostly from board members and a few
other members. But we want to include the voices and work of
more of our membership in this newsletter. Please consider writing
a “How to” article, or product review. We'd love to hear about a
member Field Trip you attend (or organize), or your experience at
one of our events or exhibitions. We would also like to hear about
workshops you've attended—especially ones sponsored by CPP.
Contributions do not have to be long, a few paragraphs and a
photo or two would be fine.
Email me at maryann@trzyna.com with contributions or questions
about contributing to “The Wild Onion”. Please put CPP Wild Onion
in the subject line.
Looking forward to hearing from you,
Mary Ann

Stephanie Welter
stephyjo@comcast.net

PRESIDENT EMERITUS
Jessica Fine
jess6139@me.com
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